
Day 65: Possessive Nouns  Language Arts 5 

  

On the first line, write whether the noun is singular (S) or plural (P). On the second 

line, make the noun possessive. 

 

foxes               Riley           

children          houses          

book          men           

money          deer           

papers          cherries          

 

 

Change the underlined words into possessive nouns by either writing in an 

apostrophe or an apostrophe s. 

 

The dolphins   tails were slapping the water. 

We went to the children   museum last week. 

Monday   power over people    moods is pretty strong. 

The women   restroom had a long line. 

The Kellers   home was bustling with people. 

We really enjoyed Nashville   downtown scene. 

The flood damaged all of the books   spines. 

 

 

Change the underlined words into possessive nouns. 

The theories of scientists don’t always agree.      

We played with the cards belonging to Emily.      

The hula hoops used by the girls were pink.      

Don’t forget to bring the sunscreen you own.      

The songs of the children rang out beautifully.      

  



Day 65: Possessive Nouns  Language Arts 5 

  

On the first line, write whether the noun is singular (S) or plural (P). On the second 

line, make the noun possessive. 

 

foxes         P     foxes’  Riley     S     Riley’s  

children    P       children’s  houses    P     houses’  

book    S     book’s  men     P     men’s  

money    S     money’s  deer    S/P     deer’s  

papers    P     papers’  cherries    P     cherries’  

 

 

Change the underlined words into possessive nouns by either writing in an 

apostrophe or an apostrophe s. 

 

The dolphins’ tails were slapping the water. 

We went to the children’s museum last week. 

Monday’s power over people’s moods is pretty strong. 

The women’s restroom had a long line. 

The Kellers’ home was bustling with people. 

We really enjoyed Nashville’s downtown scene. 

The flood damaged all of the books’ spines. 

 

 

Change the underlined words into possessive nouns. 

The theories of scientists don’t always agree.   scientists’ theories  

We played with the cards belonging to Emily.      Emily’s cards  

The hula hoops used by the girls were pink.    girls’ hula hoops  

Don’t forget to bring the sunscreen you own.      your sunscreen  

The songs of the children rang out beautifully.     children’s songs  

 


